HEADLINE SUPPORTER

ColTram

Providing a vital link between the
communities of South London

We’re delighted to be Highly Commended at the Global Light
Rail Awards 2018 for implementing the Guardian Device on our
trams, supporting real time improvement in driver fatigue and
alertness management. This Significant Safety Initiative
was delivered in partnership with London Trams.
Tram Operations Ltd is a subsidiary of FirstGroup Plc.

T

he 2018 Global Light Rail Awards
was another glittering occasion, with
guests from 12 countries making up the
packed house at London's Honourable
Artillery Company on 3 October.
Broadcaster and author Nicholas Owen
reprised his role as host for the 2018
event with a welcome also given by Jackie
Townsend, Managing Director of Croydon
tram operator and headline supporter
Tram Operations Limited.
Ms Townsend spoke of the incredible
growth in passengers across the UK's

urban rail networks and particularly of
those in London. She also paid tribute to
the increasingly international audience,
welcoming guests from around the world.
The experienced judging panel were
given a harder time than ever this year,
having to choose the winners from over
120 entries from authorities, operators and
manufacturers from across the industry.
The past 12 months alone have seen
a huge increase in ridership for systems
around the world, with over 15bn journeys
undertaken in over 400 cities.

Jackie Townsend, Tram Operations Ltd

TEAM OF THE YEAR
T

his year, the judges felt the quality
of two of the entries from the large
number submitted deserved the top
honours in this keenly-contested category.
Blackpool Transport Services’ Tram
Engineering team was recognised for the
way it spectacularly rallied after the loss of
its inspirational leader earlier in the year.
Despite the huge gap this left in a small
team, they pulled together and not only
absorbed the responsibility in fine style but
also put in extra hours to learn new skills
– including carrying out in-house overhauls
and coming up with modifications to
solve complex problems. On top of this
increased workload, the team has taken
on extra duties to reduce the tasks farmed
out to external suppliers. Their efforts
have allowed the trams to keep running
without missing a beat – exactly the kind of
teamwork to make any operator proud.
Joining BTS is an exemplar of operator
and authority working hand-in-glove.
A 20% increased demand for London’s
trams necessitated intense workloads
and a new maintenance regime, working
closely with the control centre to slot full
line testing into an already busy schedule.
Home-grown ingenuity has created
wireless condition monitoring systems
and new tools to carry out routine jobs
faster, more safely and more efficiently.
Tighter budgets have challenged the
Fleet Production Team to obtain the best
value for money without compromising
safety and quality, as well as demanding
better solutions from the supply chain.
Reduced costs and stockholding have
resulted, without impacting service or
what passengers can expect in terms of
reliability, comfort and appearance.
Two other teams were Highly
Commended, the first being one from
Keolis Downer Gold Coast which delivered
inspirational service to over a million
visiting sports fans during a two-week
period in April. Running ‘24/7’ during
the Commonwealth Games required the
mobilisation of an extra 300 staff, increasing
the customer service team by over 1000%.
KDGC delivered all this 17% under the
budget set by the Games organisers.
The service was so well managed that

Sponsored by

Winner

Blackpool Transport Services

Winner

lONDON TRAMS

highly commended

highly commended

Transport for the West Midlands,
Mott MacDonald and CAF

Keolis Downer Gold Coast

the State Government is using it to support
a business case for a further extension!
The second such commendation went to
a multi-disciplinary team from Transport
for the West Midlands, technical consultant
Mott MacDonald and manufacturer CAF
for pioneering the UK introduction of

wire-free trams to a region where the
network is growing. This partnership
created processes where none existed and
delivered OESS into service on the West
Midlands Metro on time and budget.
MPT Operations Director Andy
Crompton presented the awards.
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EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
T

he judges were very impressed by the
efforts of driver training managers
Patrick Randle-Bass and Paul Heslop from
Nottingham Trams, individuals who, their
management team said, “sacrifice time
with family and friends to develop training
methods and tools to give... industryleading driver training”.
Their nomination contained numerous
plaudits from trainees for their dedication;
both are now qualified Mental Health First
Aiders, offering support and signposting
colleagues to appropriate professional
assistance where required.
As well as their role as managers,
both also step in when the driver roster is
short-handed to drive trams themselves.
Highly Commended was Network Rail
Operations Interface Specialist Alex
Dodds, another man who received glowing
testimonials from colleagues within his
own organisation and others involved in
the UK’s Tram-Train Pilot. The judges
recognised how Alex has helped develop a
new operational model for this pioneering
project, placing safety, simplicity and
pragmatism at the core of the new regime
and devising new specifications for things
that had never been done before.

RISING STAR
T

he winner in this revived category was
selected for her tireless passion in
promoting safety on her home system.
Taking the initiative to collate data
on incident hotspot areas, Beata Hohol
from Tram Operations Ltd (TOL) created
literature, learning packs and engagement

Winner

Beata Hohol, TOL

Winner

Sponsored by

Patrick Randle-Bass and Paul Heslop, nottingham trams

Alex has often had to walk a delicate line
between industry standards and getting
the job done in a timely manner – no easy
task for a project that has faced the highest
levels of scrutiny. One project partner
summed him up: “His willingness to help
anyone and everyone… regardless of subject,
or time of day, sets him apart. His efforts
will be felt well beyond South Yorkshire.”
The awards were again presented by
MPT Operations Director Andy Crompton.

Sponsored by
aids to take around local schools. Taking
ownership of the Tramlink Junior Citizens
programme, Beata works with younger
children to promote trams, increase
awareness of hazards and provide
strategies to help them feel safe.
Her work has energised all those around
her and her manager praised her latest
initiative, a competition for schools to design
safety campaigns that will be turned into
posters – and perhaps even a tram wrap.
The judges also commended:
• Eoghan Sweeney of Transdev Dublin
Light Rail for his project leadership of the

highly commendedS
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highly commended Alex Dodds

and
Luas Cross City line and responsibility with
the Crisis Management Team.
• Sam Flynn of Trams to Lytham and
TramForward for his focus in campaigning
for an extension of the Blackpool Tramway.
• Jo Maguire, Mott MacDonald, for driving
transformative digital engineering practices,
and her Engineers without Borders work.
• Chris Higham of Blackpool Transport
Services for his commitment to
engineering excellence.
The honours were presented by Colin
Robey, MD of Coltram; and Mainspring MD
Matt Johnston.

The M-Pact Thales consortium brings together three industry-leading companies:
Laing o’Rourke, VolkerRail and Thales UK.
Laing O’Rourke
VolkerRail Thales

The consortium is responsible for the design and construction of the multi-million
pound Metrolink extensions.

Laing O’Rourke
VolkerRail Thales
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VISION OF THE YEAR
A

popular category, Vision of the Year
identifies those who look beyond
political terms and the immediate issues
of today. These are the organisations and
projects that demonstrate the power of
‘big picture’ thinking in transforming travel.
Three entries were singled out, the first
being another plaudit for the ten+VAO app
from Metrotenerife, already recognised in
the Best Environmental and Sustainability
Initiative (see page 472). This revolutionary
policy embraces the sharing economy to
benefit everyone by offering free tram travel
and other benefits for those who carpool.
A second honour was given to the new
pan-industry body set up to manage
tramway and light rail regulation and
standards in the UK. In its commendation
of the Steering Group of the LRT Safety
and Standards Board, the judges remarked
on how it has been impressed at how “the
industry has pulled together in the wake of
a tragedy to develop common standards in
that most important of disciplines – safety.”
While it was recognised that there is
still a long way to go, balancing the oftencomplex demands of varied stakeholders,
the fledgling LRT Safety and Standards
Board has approached its mission with
enthusiasm, dedication, logical thinking
and the highest degree of professionalism.
But a clear winner was singled out
in Transport for Wales for its recentlyannounced South Wales Metro project, part
of the wider Wales & Borders rail franchise.
GLRA host Nicholas Owen commented:
“While light rail forms only part of this

Winner

Sponsored by
transport for wales

highly commended

highly commended

Metrotenerife

LRT Safety and Standards Board

project, the overall vision of re-imagining
the transport networks of a nation based
upon the tenets of sustainability, social
inclusion, job creation and economic
prosperity is one that can inspire us all.”
Under the multi-year scheme, stations
will be completely overhauled and smart
ticketing will make seamless – and cheaper
– travel a reality. Hybrid tram-trains will also

deliver the first new LRT project in the UK in
over a decade with street-running services
returning to Cardiff within five years.
The South Wales Metro has the potential
to create thousands of new jobs and it is
already envisaged that this model can be
exported around the world.
Bombardier Transportation Key Account
Director Gus Brett presented the honours.

MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR
T

wo stand-out entries vied for the title
of Manufacturer of the Year in 2018.
Highly Commended was a previous
winner that came a close second to the
eventual winner. CAF was recognised
for its attention to detail and partnership
approach with the cities it works with,
having taken home the top honours in 2017.
The Spanish company has held its
own in a marketplace of consolidation
and mergers, following its own path with
innovative products and great customer
relationships. Its products, such as the
Urbos tram, can be found all around the
world – and its expansion continues.
But the judges were unanimous on
the winner, impressing the panel with its
design and delivery of customised vehicles
under tight timescales, as well as its
exemplary after-sales service.
A late entry into the modern low-floor
market, Brookville Equipment Corporation

has delivered – or is in the process of
delivering – vehicles to Dallas, Detroit,
Oklahoma City, Milwaukee, Tempe,
Tacoma and most recently Portland.
This is in addition to being the number
one US choice for vehicle refurbishment
work, including current PCC rebuilds for
San Francisco and El Paso.
Brookville’s Vice President of Business
Development Joel McNeil said: “This
award is a testament to the trust and
confidence our customers have in us as a
transit vehicle manufacturer.
“Over the past few years we have taken
on new and exciting challenges, and our
dedicated workforce has successfully
delivered products that have exceeded
expectations in the US marketplace.
It is very rewarding to have those efforts
culminate with recognition on this stage
as we continue to grow and advance as
an organisation.”
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Winner
Brookville Equipment Corporation

highly commended CAF

SUPPLIER
OF THE YEAR

Winner

caf power & automation

C

AF Power & Automation took home
the 2018 winner’s trophy for its
collaborative approach in delivering new
solutions to complex problems. Glowing
client testimonials show a worldwide reach
that remains agile enough to quickly and
reliably deliver cutting-edge power, energy
storage and control and communications
equipment to the entire rail industry.
The judges’ decision was based on its
work in helping cities to pioneer new
light rail technologies, with examples
including how its Greentech system is
enabling cities such as the UK’s Birmingham
to follow others in going wire-free.
Two very different organisations were
also recognised with Highly Commended
honours, the first being a consultancy that
has already taken home over ten awards.
Mott MacDonald’s expertise is sought
by cities, local and national authorities
and operators on every continent and in
the last year alone the company has been
involved in projects across many UK cities
as well as Jakarta, Gold Coast, Bogota,
Auckland and Eglinton – to name a few.
A further commendation was given
to a UK company that in just 13 years

highly commended
Mott MacDonald

has become a world leader in its field of
remote condition monitoring systems.
Senceive’s robust systems offer reliable
monitoring solutions for just about any
application and, powered by solar energy,
require no external power supplies.

BEST CUSTOMER INITIATIVE

highly commended Senceive

Sponsored by

U

sing technology to deliver exceptional
customer service isn’t easy, but three
different organisations showed incredible
attention to detail in focusing on what
really matters to the fare-paying traveller.
The first commendation went to a
company that is forging a unique path.
The world is filled with ticketing apps –
but the entry from Swiss firm Fairtiq
simply guarantees the best fare, requiring
zero additional infrastructure or systems
cost. It uses ‘check-in’ and ‘check-out’
technology to release passengers from
having to remember timetables or zonal
structures – transforming ease of travel
and accessibility for passengers.
A second commendation was given
to Nottingham Trams for overhauling
its already-excellent customer service
offering. Dealing with the communications
issue of delays and disruption, a new
approach to its customer service has seen
75% of queries dealt with in minutes, and
first time. This is backed up by a more
personal approach, with customer service
officers identified by name – it being more
reassuring to have a face and a name when
delivering bad news. By integrating best
practice in every discipline, this tramway
holds a 98% passenger satisfaction rating.
The winning entry came from a
Polish company that has applied the
technology used in digital e-readers in a

Winner

dysten

highly commended
Nottingham Trams

highly commended Fairtiq
new generation of passenger information
displays that are good for passengers,
operators and the environment.
Operators can update displays in
seconds from the central control centre,
and the innovative displays use much less

energy than LED or LCD equivalents.
The judges all agreed that they would
want displays such as those provided by
Dysten on their systems – praise indeed.
Richard Brown, North Star Consultancy’s
Managing Director, presented the awards.
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OUTSTANDING ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT
Winner

Strathclyde Partnership for Transport/Freyssinet

Operating in Australia, Europe & Middle East
www.northstarconsultancy.com
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L

ight and urban rail networks are
complex organisms, requiring innovative
problem-solving solutions for construction
and maintenance – both at the everyday
level and on longer-term projects.
This award recognises those organisations
that have found solutions to those
challenges and delivered them to a high
standard and with demonstrable results.
In another close category, three entries
were singled out for praise by the judges.
The presentation was carried out by
Iain Anderson of Colas Rail, Urban.
The first honour was for KeolisAmey
Metrolink’s (KAM) Gigabit Ethernet
(GBE) Resilience Project, which solved a
complicated issue with the backbone of
Manchester’s communications network.
The background to this project was a
serious IT failure in 2017 that meant that all
links between trams and control were lost,
causing massive disruption to passengers.
A big task for the new operator and
maintainer, temporary fixes had been used
in the past to get the network back up and
running, but a new approach was taken

Sponsored by
by KAM with a ground-up overhaul of the
systems and infrastructure. A comprehensive
upgrade rebuilt the infrastructure that
underpins the network and there have been
no such failures since. As well as improved
resilience, the system now runs more
smoothly and modelling scenarios show
that if it did ever fail again the issue could be
resolved in just 20 seconds!
A further Highly Commended honour was
given to CAF for its part in the pioneering
project to deliver catenary-free running in
the UK’s West Midlands. In the future, trams
there will cover over 45km (28 miles) each
day using batteries, resulting in average
energy savings of 15% over conventional
catenary traction power; trials earlier in
2018 proved the vehicles able to travel over
29km (18 miles) on a single charge.
Including uprated suspension to cater
for the extra weight on the roof, the total
cost of fitting out the fleet will be a one-off
sum of just over GBP15m (EUR17m), but
the infrastructure savings alone are put
at almost GBP10m (EUR10.5m) – without
any savings achieved through the ability

highly commended
highly commended CAF

KeolisAmey Metrolink

to deliver the construction of new routes
faster and more efficiently.
The winner, however, is part of a wider
project that is dealing with obsolescence and
ever-rising operating and maintenance costs
on its ageing infrastructure. The challenge
in question centred on stabilising the tunnel
linings and reducing water ingress to the
122-year-old Glasgow Subway.
In a partnership between owner/operator
Strathclyde Partnership for Transport and
contractor Freyssinet, new equipment was
designed and built to cope with the multiple
issues of tight access to the unusually small
tunnels, limited storage space and five-hour
overnight access windows.

A GBP19.6m (EUR22.3m) project
completed earlier in 2018 has revitalised
the infrastructure on this essential mode
of transport for Scotland’s second city.
New handling and drilling equipment and
custom-made inflatable dust screens
were designed and built, 10km (six miles)
of new linings were installed and trackbed
drainage improved.
Speaking after the win, SPT Chief
Executive Gordon Maclennan described
this as “an excellent achievement for SPT.
Our work with Freyssinet was particularly
challenging and the team did well to meet
those challenges head on. I am delighted
that their hard work has been recognised.”
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PROJECT OF THE YEAR UNDER €50M
T

hree entries were singled out for
recognition in this category, and, again,
all for very different reasons.
The first honouree has addressed the
age-old problem of power outages with
an innovative solution designed and built
in-house that has already proven itself
on one of the world’s greatest transit
networks, the London Underground.
While ensuring resilience might not
draw the same headlines as extensions or
introducing new vehicles, ‘no power’ equals
‘no services’ and the reputational damage
can be significant if the issue persists for
more than a few minutes on a busy network.
With its Mobile Traction Power Module
(MPTM), Ultra Electronics PMES pioneered
its new piece of equipment with Transport
for London. Substations can be expensive
and cumbersome, but the MTPM can
be installed quickly, keeping electricity
flowing during periods of infrastructure
failure, planned maintenance and
renewals, or simply as back-up. It can be
used for different output voltages making it
easily configurable to almost any network.
The unit is carried on a standard lorry,
and hydraulic jacks mean no cranes or
special loading equipment.
Next up for praise was an organisation
with over 100 years of expertise in complex
electrification programmes – but its entry
for 2018 was something truly special.
Light rail electrification can be
controversial, and has the potential
to draw out objectors. However, the
high-profile Limmattalbahn project in
Switzerland is treating environmental
sensitivities with the utmost respect,
with electrification partner Furrer+Frey
designing all-new equipment and taking
part in detailed community engagement.
Mock-ups of key components were
presented to stakeholder groups for
input, and local civil groups and future
passengers are regularly invited onto site
to gauge their opinion.

Winner

Transdev DUBLIN LIGHT RAIL

Early engagement with architects
and system designers has seen the
implementation of a tree planting plan to
ensure that wherever you look down
the new line you see trees, not masts.
The over-arching intention is that once
the line is open, people feel that the
environment is better than it was before.
A fine example of light rail truly living up to
its oft-quoted sustainability credentials.
But the winner’s accolade went to an
organisation that takes communication
very seriously.
Global Light Rail Awards ceremonies
have seen various employee initiatives
over the years, but the judges felt that
Transdev Dublin Light Rail has taken its
digital communication strategy a few steps
further than the norm.
Creating a mini social network for
staff across the organisation, designed
for those of every IT literacy level and
visible on every type of digital device, this

highly commended Furrer+Frey
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operator has built a digital home for
its staff to quickly and easily access the
latest company updates, share experiences
and pictures with colleagues, and view
feedback from customers. This ‘Hub’
was created between late 2017 and
spring 2018.
Content can be transmitted to displays
in communal areas, giving newsflashes,
departmental or union updates, and
real-time messages on things such as
weather or incidents.
Transdev says that value added by
the system includes the creation of a
greater sense of staff engagement,
higher responses to staff events and
involvement in charitable causes,
and increased awareness of the
interdependency of departments across
the business. It has also brought increased
staff consultation – and staff morale has
risen significantly since the scheme was
introduced.

highly commended Ultra Electronics PMES

PROJECT OF THE YEAR OVER €50M

Winner

Egis rail – LUXEMBOURG

I

n the unlimited projects category, three
amazing schemes captivated the judges
with their innovation, exceptional project
management and, importantly, lessons
that can be shared with the wider industry.
The first Highly Commended distinction
was given to Egis Rail for its design and
project management of the delivery of
the T2 and T3 tramlines in Nice. Already
well-known as one of the finest French
tramways of the modern era, the creation
of two new lines involves tunnelling under
the centre of the city which, once fully
open, are expected to remove 20 000 cars
per day from the main thoroughfares.
The first section opened in the summer,
the next will follow before the end of 2018
and the final section is due next year.
The complexity of this project has
involved more than 450 surveys; 2500
trees will be planted; 60% of the new lines
will feature grass track alignments; and
next-generation wire-free technology is
being employed to protect the city’s vistas.
Perhaps most remarkably, the planned
five-year programme is being condensed

highly commended Egis Rail – Nice

into just three. When complete, T2 will run
east-west for 11km (seven miles), with two
branches and 20 stops. Line 3 is to be 7km
(four miles) – some of that shared with
line 2 – with 11 stops.
Also Highly Commended was the MPT
construction consortium responsible for
the majority of Manchester Metrolink’s
expansion over the last decade. Its latest
commission involves the creation of a new
5.5km (3.4-mile) route to serve some of
the conurbation’s biggest economic and
retail sites and the judges commended its
work on the first phase – Pomona Junction.
This connection to the existing network
has demonstrated construction and project
management excellence honed by the
consortium through many years of working
in the city, showcasing innovative working
practices, an industry-leading focus
on delivering an exemplary health and
safety culture, and an almost metronomic
process that delivers every project it
undertakes to time and budget. It’s little
surprise that client TfGM keeps returning
to the consortium time and again…

But the winning entry came from Egis
Rail again, this time for its planning,
design and construction supervision for
the remarkable Luxembourg tramway.
In just over three years from achieving
Parliamentary approval, the capital of the
Duchy of Luxembourg now has the first
6km (four miles) of its new tramline,
which opened in stages in December 2017
and July 2018.
The eponymous city’s new system
bristles with state-of-the-art technology,
including a long section of catenary-free
running, best in class noise and vibration
management, façade-to-façade
reconstruction, and 45m-long vehicles.
As an exercise in style and innovation,
it is set to become a beacon for students
of the tramway art.
This is just part of a project that is set
to run for eight years until 2023. When
complete, the tramway will run for 16km
(ten miles) from the north to the south of
the city, with 32 trams and 24 stops, and
will connect not only Luxembourg airport
but also the future national stadium.

highly commended MPT
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SIGNIFICANT SAFETY INITIATIVE
Winner

Sponsored by

MPT

highly commended
Tram Operations Limited (TOL)

T

he quality of entries in this category
showed just how seriously safety is
being taken across all areas of the industry.
Awards were presented by Stephen Luke
of Mott MacDonald.
Highly Commended is a joint entry
between London Trams and Tram Operations
Limited (TOL) to improve network safety.
TOL, which operates the London
Tramlink system in Croydon, took prompt
action in response to the tragic accident
at Sandilands in 2016 to look at its entire
safety culture. It partnered with Transport
for London sub-division London Trams and
scoured the market for a solution to the

challenge of driver fatigue and distraction,
coming up with the Tram Guardian. This
uses cameras and infrared displays to
capture and log instances of ‘micro sleeps’
or extended periods of distraction to alert
both the driver and the control centre –
which can then take appropriate action.
For the winner, the judging panel were
full of praise for a new approach to the
‘Health’ side of Health & Safety. Highlights
of MPT’s Health & Well-Being programme
for workers on the new Trafford Park Line
include free, regular, occupational health
checks for all project staff; initiatives to
manage fatigue, stress and optimise sleep

patterns; seminars on how to maintain a
balanced diet; and sporting events that are
designed to be fun as well as encouraging
teamwork and a healthy lifestyle. The
scheme has been so successful that over
a period of just seven months, 53 project
staff lost a total of 170kg (375lb) in weight.
One senior team member engaged on
the project said: “As someone who suffers
from a sleep disorder, this new scheme is
brilliant, improving my understanding of
my own levels of fatigue. This is the first
time in my 30 years in construction that
my employer has focused so effectively on
the health and wellbeing of its workforce.”

TECHNICAL INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
( INFRASTRUCTURE)
W

ith the huge level of interest in the Technical Innovation
categories, this year the judges took the unusual step of
recognising four entries in the infrastructure section. James Hammett
from UKTram helped Nicholas Owen present the honours.
First up was a joint entry from Edinburgh Trams and TramPro for a
Control System Simulator that addresses the intricate challenges of
managing a modern tramway. Although many of the situations on the
network are beyond the control of the operator, it is the actions taken
in the control centre immediately after an event that can seriously
affect safety, network performance and customer satisfaction.
While control centre staff members are taught rules and theory,
it is impossible to replicate every eventuality. However, working

Winner
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dysten

Sponsored by

together with UKTram, this partnership can now mirror any situation
in the ‘virtual world’, accelerating training and allowing scenarios to
be replayed so the operator can institute best practice.
Another commendation was given to Transdev Dublin Light Rail
for its new digital strategy that has seen paperwork and desk-based
time being reduced by more than half – freeing people up to deliver
customer service. Internal communications, training, rostering,
human resources, incidents and accidents are all now logged on a
central system that can be accessed anywhere and which improves
visibility for those who need support.
MPT and Transport for Greater Manchester’s TPL Joint Utilities
Trenching and Global Traffic Management programme was again
highlighted. The use of BIM modelling and the decision to use a single
contractor to manage utility works was highlighted. This reduced
waste, clarified communications and made the job quicker.
But the winner was another company that won elsewhere on the
night – Dysten. In August, the Polish PID supplier signed a contract
for one of the largest ITS systems in its home country – to equip
462 stops, as well as 170 trams and trolleybuses, with Dynamic
Passenger Information. Clients for its ‘E-Paper’ device, which
displays any content, include Warsaw Trams, Tramwaje Śląskie and
rail transport operators such as PKP (Polish State Railways).
For a passenger, reading an E-Paper screen is similar to reading a
newspaper or book – there is no flickering or movement and as the
E-Paper screen uses reflected light, it does not strain the eyes.
The E-Paper timetable has a basic energy-saving version that
consumes no electricity at point of use. It uses solar power only to
upload new information from the cloud. A small solar panel or a
wind turbine with a battery can provide enough power.

Connecting
communities

Supplier of the Year

We are proud to support the Global Light Rail Awards
demonstrating our light rail expertise. For more than
40 years, we’ve been helping our clients deliver efficient,
affordable and environmentally friendly light rail systems,
making travel easier for all.
mottmac.com

highly commended

TECHNICAL INNOVATION OF
THE YEAR ( ROLLING STOCK )
I

Edinburgh Trams and TramPro

highly commended

Transdev Dublin

highly commended MPT

n the second Technical Innovation category,
James Hammett, Managing Director of
UKTram, once again helped present the honours.
A Highly Commended went to the partnership
of Nottingham Trams and TramPro that has seen
the further development of its simulator suite
to deliver more functionality and hyper-realistic
real-world scenarios by incorporating AI to help
drivers further sharpen their hazard awareness
and promote smooth driving. No two training runs
are the same, so enhanced vigilance is in-built
from day one of a recruit’s training.
The winner’s accolade was another success
for CAF Power & Automation for its Greentech
technology that has taken major steps forward

Winner

Sponsored by

in delivering wire-free applications. The latest
generation of the technology is central to
expansion plans for the growing light rail network
in the UK’s West Midlands that is now reaching
out from Birmingham and Wolverhampton.
Described by CAF as being “an ambitious
offering”, Greentech comes in two versions –
Evodrive and Freedrive.
CAF UK Director Richard Garner commented:
“We are delighted to have won two awards
and been highly commended in two more. It is
pleasing that CAF’s leading-edge catenary-free
technology, allowing trams to operate under their
own power without the need for overhead line
equipment, continues to gain recognition.”

highly commended
CAF power and automation

Nottingham Trams and TramPro
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BEST ENVIRONMENTAL AND
SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVE
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Winner metrotenerife

M

idland Metro Alliance Director
Alejandro Moreno helped to present
the honours in another close category that
saw many superb entries.
MPT and Transport for Greater
Manchester were again recognised for the
TPL Joint Utilities Trenching and Global
Traffic Management scheme, an initiative
that has successfully tackled the complex
issue of utility relocation and diversion that
has bedevilled many a tramway scheme.
This new approach to collaborative
working has saved time and avoided waste
and digging of holes that are not needed
– removing 13.5km (over eight miles) of
unnecessary excavation. The two-year
utility programme has been reduced to
18 months, and it was felt that such
simple but vital lessons can – and should –
be shared across the industry.
Lankhorst Engineered Products was
also recognised for its hybrid polymer
sleepers that use composite materials
to remove the need for messy treatment
and have an expected lifetime of 50 years
or more. Constructed from recycled
ductile polymers reinforced with steel
bars, they are already proving themselves
in successful service on Amsterdam’s
tramways and have been exported around
the world. The CO2 footprint of polymers in
the sleepers is below zero – in other words
it has a positive environmental effect.
As a final Highly Commended, a
new system to improve tram-driving
characteristics has the full buy-in of

drivers on the UK’s northern-most
tramway as they can see how their
behaviour can not only save electricity,
but also ensure they stick to the timetable
more consistently while delivering a better
ride for passengers.
The SmartDrive solution was
co-developed with the University of
Birmingham Centre for Rail Research and
Education, and Ricardo Rail; it is reported
to be able to deliver a reduction in traction
energy costs of up to 25%.
But there could only be one winner and
this time Metrotenerife took home the
winner’s trophy for its ten+VAO initiative.
The Spanish operator is at the cutting
edge of the sharing economy with its

highly commended Edinburgh Trams
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new app that encourages car-pooling in
return for free parking, tram tickets and
discounted entry to local attractions such
as museums and festivals. In doing so the
operator of this 15km (nine-mile) light rail
line on the island of Tenerife has proved
true joined-up thinking at both local and
national levels in the use of technology to
tackle serious environmental issues.
In just three months, there has been
a staggering 75% reduction in the use of
private vehicles for users of the app, and
with reductions in congestion and road
maintenance and the benefits of cleaner
air, the island’s government is more than
happy to compensate the tram operator for
its now fully-filled trams.
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MOST IMPROVED SYSTEM
O

ne of the categories that gave the
judges the hardest time was the Most
Improved System. The judges gave out
four honours this time, with two Highly
Commended and two Winners trophies.
Highly Commended were the teams
from Edinburgh Trams and Tranvía de
Zaragoza. The first was praised for racking
up another record year. Journeys are up
19%, revenues are up 24%, a new
timetable is delivering 23% more services
and reliability is at 99%. The introduction
of a new Customer Relations team has
also brought Live Chat, SMS support and
extended opening times.
The second system consistently sets
a benchmark for excellence in its home
country, as well as serving as a model for
the rest of the world.
The environmental credentials of
Zaragoza’s tramway are impeccable,
offering 79% lower emissions than the
bus service it replaced and using 85% less
energy per passenger. Despite covering
just 7km (four miles) of the overall
transport network, the tram now carries
25% of the city’s total passengers – more
than 100 000 per day.
This year the operator has introduced a
programme to ensure that in any instance
of disruption, buses and taxi drivers are
informed immediately to plug gaps to
minimise downtime to the passenger.
Its commitment to the community it
serves was highly lauded by the judges,
it only narrowly missing out on the
winner’s trophy.
But sharing the winner’s plaudits for
2018 are two systems that couldn’t be
more different.
The Glasgow Subway was heralded for
a second time on the evening, this time
for the wider renovation programme that
has seen a comprehensive modernisation
of stations and track; smart ticketing
initiatives; and the procurement of a

Winner spt

Winner dpp
new signalling system and train fleet
that will be among the most advanced
anywhere in the world.
SPT Chief Executive Gordon Maclennan
commented: “This award comes on the
back of our first ever Transport Focus
survey which revealed a very high
customer satisfaction score with our
service. There is no doubt this is largely
due to the hard work and dedication of
our staff, who always seek to ensure the
highest standards of customer care and
service at all times.”
Joining Glasgow’s Subway is one of the
world’s oldest and greatest tramways,
serving what is today the capital of the
Czech Republic.
When summarising why the judges
picked Prague’s tramway for the honour
– and its operator DPP – the key thing

highly commended Edinburgh Trams
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highlighted was the way in which decades
of under-investment have been remedied
under a massive ten-year rehabilitation
programme that began in 2009.
More than 160km (100 miles) of
tracks have been replaced with modern,
dampened and vibration-free systems,
much of it using grass track; some 77% of
stops have been converted to barrier-free
access; and almost half of the fleet has
been replaced with state-of-the-art,
low-floor articulated Škoda trams – 250
in all with more on the way. In-house
innovation is delivering efficient renewals
to both tight budgets and tight timescales.
Even so, despite this major work going
on, passenger numbers have risen in the
last five years to incredible numbers;
332 million journeys were recorded in
2013 and more than 372 million in 2017.

highly commended Tranvia Zaragoza

JUDGES’ SPECIAL AWARDS
A

nother popular category, this is one
where no nominations or submissions
are sought. The panel get to exercise their
expert discretion and recognise people,
projects or products that have changed, or
are changing, the industry for the better for
everyone within it.
Awards were presented by Jim Harkins,
Chair of the Light Rail Transit Association’s
campaigning arm, TramForward.
Two very special individuals were
singled out for 2018, the first being a
man well known as the Head of Metro
Development at Centro, and who was
described as being “the master of
overcoming objections, negotiating
public enquiries with deft skill and being
a specialist in the complex world of
Transport and Works Act Orders. He is

Sponsored by

also a wizard when it comes to preparing
funding bids and business cases.”
Global Light Rail Awards host Nicholas
Owen described Peter Adams thus:
“His endlessly polite and easy-going
nature hides a fierce tenacity that has
seen his teams work tirelessly behind the
scenes to refine and perfect the processes
of procurement and delivery of tramway
and light rail schemes. They’ve turned it
into an art form, in fact.”
Mr Adams has been described as
“one of the first people on your call list”
for logical, strategic advice on how to
go about building a tramway – and his
contribution to the light rail industry as
“worthy of a thousand pages”.
Originally working on highways projects,
he moved into the fledgling UK light rail

Winner peter adams

Winner andrew fender

industry working on the
then-new Midland Metro
– most recently working
on the major GBP1bnplus project to transform
transport across the West Midlands.
Following a standing ovation from the
assembled audience of dignitaries, guests
were treated to a second honour, this time
for the man described by the judges as
“the Godfather of one of the world’s finest
tramway networks”.
Andrew Fender retired earlier in 2018
after uninterrupted service as a councillor
in Greater Manchester since 1977. For four
decades, he campaigned for and guided
the progress of every major transport
investment in the region, holding the
position of Chair of the Transport for

“This award is a welcome
recognition of a career
devoted to delivering the
public good of public
transport.”
Greater Manchester Committee for
many years.
One of the masterminds behind
Manchester’s light rail programme,
Mr Fender counts one of the proudest
moments of his life as the first ride on
the new system he fought so hard for,
alongside Her Majesty the Queen in 1992.
Extension after extension followed, and
finally the ‘Big Bang’ that tripled the size
of the network with 120 new trams to
connect hundreds of thousands more
people to sustainable, efficient transport.
It was a crowning achievement for one
of the finest campaigners and transport
leaders, and one with a passion and
determination that is unparalleled.
Daniel Vaughan, TfGM’s Head of
Metrolink, said: “It’s no surprise to many
that Andrew is known as ‘Mr Metrolink’.
From its inception and delivery, to its
development and expansion, Andrew was
there every step of the way, tirelessly
advocating, persuading and negotiating.
“Our trams are now an essential part of
tens of thousands of people’s daily lives
and they’ve helped ensure residents across
our city-region can benefit from Greater
Manchester’s continued growth.
“A large part of this is down to Andrew’s
tenacity, vision and passion, and this
award is a welcome recognition of a career
dedicated to delivering the public good of
public transport.”
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OPERATOR OF THE YEAR
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I

n a category sponsored by Tramways
& Urban Transit, Editor Simon Johnston
helped Nicholas Owen present the accolades
– four in total in what has been an amazing
year for operators of all shapes and sizes,
and from all four corners of the globe.
Highly Commended were two operators
from the Keolis stable, although 16 000km
(10 000 miles) apart.
KeolisAmey Docklands continues to set
the benchmark for light rail systems in
many areas. Last year the London operator
carried more than 130m passengers, a
figure that has risen dramatically since
it took over the Docklands Light Railway
network in 2014. Often known as the
‘99% Railway’, the DLR’s figures for 2017
showed an Excess Waiting Time of just six
seconds; 99% of departures on time; and
record levels of passenger engagement,
enhanced during unusually frequent
periods of time of disruption as other
networks are being constructed around it
in the 24-hour city that is London.
On the other side of the world, Keolis
Downer Gold Coast was praised for its
superb reliability in a year where it has
launched an extension, introduced new
Flexity 2 trams, and had to manage a huge
influx of additional passengers for the
2018 Commonwealth Games.
Last year saw 100% reliability on 301
days, with all other metrics – punctuality,
availability and on-time departures – in the
99%-plus range.
For the second year running, two
operators were indivisible for the top spot.
The submission from Edinburgh Trams
was met with universal praise, for not only
another year of improvement and growth
(patronage and operating profits are both
up), but also its active involvement as a
pioneer of industry-wide initiatives.
It is helping to integrate new
technologies, refine processes and leading
the way where others will follow. The
judges said: “There’s just so much drive
for excellence and they are brimming
with new ideas. It’s hard not to be really
impressed with this entry.”

Winner edinburgh trams
Winner Transdev Dublin light rail

Lea Harrison, Managing Director of
Edinburgh Trams, said of the award:
“To be recognised once again by the Global
Light Rail Awards and awarded Operator of
the Year for the third time in four years is
a massive achievement for the team, and
one we should feel immensely proud of."
Joining Edinburgh Trams was
Transdev Dublin Light Rail, with the panel
recognising its exemplary customer
service and social responsibility.
Luas was already 100% powered by
renewable energy, and the past year has
seen partnerships with youth summer
camps as well as new breakfast clubs for
schoolchildren to promote both safety
and sustainability.

highly commended

highly commended

Keolis Downer Gold Coast

KeolisAmey Docklands
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Crisis Management is another speciality
for this team, dealing late last year with
the worst hurricane to hit Ireland in 30
years – one that tore part of the roof off
the control centre and damaged other
parts of the network. The trams all made
it back to the depot, with no injuries and no
passenger complaints.
Later, snow storms were so intense
that again all transport networks were
shut down. Drivers and management were
put up in hotels to ensure ease of access
to depots, while all available staff aided
maintenance teams and Defence Forces in
clearing the streets.
Passenger numbers and revenue
are increasing, the Cross-City line has been
opened, and the Alstom Citadis 502 in use
are now some of the longest trams in the
world. (For more on the expanding Luas
system, see page 451).
Seamus Egan, the new Managing
Director of the system, said: “I am
incredibly proud of the Transdev team
and all our partners who work tirelessly
to deliver reliable and quality services
to our customers, often in challenging
circumstances. This award recognises
the effort and commitment of everyone
at Luas."

KeolisAmey teams
from Metrolink
and Docklands
enjoying the
unseasonable
weather at the
HAC.

Transdev Managing Director
Seamus Egan celebrates two
wins for his team (his hands
weren’t big enough for their
other honours).

Mark Davis, General Manager of
London Trams, with two of the
honours collected by his team
in partnership with TOL.

Broadcaster, author and self-confessed ‘tram
fanatic’ Nicholas Owen hosted the Global
Light Rail Awards magnificently once again.

In a near-record
audience, 280
delegates packed
into the Honourable
Artillery Company.

The smiles were
wide on the night even before awards
were won! Network
Rail's Alex Dodds is
on the right.

High-jinks
at the end
of the night
with all those
recognised
at this year’s
Awards.
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